24’3” x 8’6” Aluminum Utility Boat with Push Knees

- Center Console Control
- Heavy Duty 3” D Shape Rubber Gunnel Cap
- Push Knees - 4” Solid Rubber Bumper
- 4 Standard Mooring Cleats
- 1 Ton Manual Winch for 1/4” wire rope mounted to forward deck
- Max person capacity is 6 passengers, 1 driver

For Commercial Use Only

- Twin Yamaha 150 HP 4 Stroke Engines
- 50 gallon fuel tank
- Zinc Anodes to reduce corrosion
- Bottom Hull coated with anti-fouling paint
- 2 bench seats measuring 54” to accommodate additional passengers
- All Welded Aluminum Tandem Axle Magic Tilt Trailer
- Disc Brakes on all axles
- Navigation Lights and Fire Extinguisher included
- Safety Equipment (PFD’s) not included; check your local laws for safety equipment requirements
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